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Everyone is familiar with orange cones. They are used for many reasons, although they are usually
around construction or on roads. They're made from a high quality rubber material that makes them
safe from nature's elements and impervious to many forms of destruction. And though the vast
majority of them are the common bright orange, they may be made in various other colors as well.

The 28 inch traffic cones with reflective bands really are a popular choice because they have two
methods of getting the attention of drivers. They're bright orange, which always stands out, and they
are able to reflect sunshine as well as lighting of other cars, which makes them tough to overlook. If
you want a great all around cone, these are a great place to start.

Are you responsible for getting cones for some type of event or even to safeguard motorists and
construction workers? If you are, it helps to be familiar with the different types and choices that are
available. The 28 inch types are definitely the most common size you will see, however, if you
require larger it's possible to find 36 inch ones. The grabber and ring type cones are typically taller
too.

The shortest cones you can find with regard to traffic are 12 inches high. These aren't the best type
to be using on freeways and busy roads because people can't see them from far enough away to
react on time. There are 18 inch cones that you can get too, and they are appropriate for both roads
and parking lots.

With regards to helping to make drivers aware of hazards in the road and construction that is going
on, it is essential to have the ability to easily get their attention from very far away. Thankfully, you
can find looper and grabber traffic cones created for this. They are very tall and conspicuous, plus
they even have reflective material on them so drivers get just about every opportunity to spot them.

What's also nice in regards to the looper and grabber type cones would be the fact they have very
solid, sturdy bases. You can place them on just about any terrain at any angle and never be worried
about them getting knocked down or blown over, which is essential. You can't afford to be putting up
cones for safety but not be assured that they'll remain standing.

Everyone knows about orange cones. You see them just about everywhere you go. However, the
fluorescent green traffic cones aren't as common. That's because they're relatively new, but they
are an excellent option for those who really want to get a driver's attention, whatever time of the day
it is.

Obviously, the standard orange types will still suffice, and you can always get reflective bands on
them to really improve their visibility. Just be sure that you get the highest quality types that are
designed to last for many years regardless of what they're exposed to.
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Supply has a wide range of traffic barriers, road construction supplies, plastic delineators, arrow
panel and many other traffic supplies. Please continue reading more articles to find out more about
these items or visit Transportation Supply.
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